
ADVERTISING EFFECTS ON CHILDREN FOR CONFECTIONERY

PRODUCTS

OF CHILDREN OF THE RESPONDENTS S 37 CHART NO CHART .. To study the impact of advertisement of
confectionary product.

Many US elementary school programs promote a reading incentive program that rewards students with a free
pizza for reading a required number of books. In fact, publication. The Young Act details you must be over 25
years of age to buy alcohol in New Delhi. Cheese pizzas. These sites include games, word-find puzzles,
contests, quizzes, riddles, music, e-mail cards, clips of commercials, sweepstakes, downloadable recipes,
desktop wallpaper and screensavers that feature their products, and on-line stores that sell licensed
merchandise. You can register to receive a regular newsletter and e-mails of the latest offers or rewards
promoted by the company. A large multinational food company tested an advertising campaign in that paid ten
elementary school teachers in Minneapolis, MN, US to drive cars to school that advertised Reese's Puffs, a
sweetened cereal. Pediatr Int. The children s television series Shaktiman has been a cause of controversy in
India for several years. Throughout the website, there is e-billboard with ads for Keebler cookies and snacks.
Economic slowdown fails to dampen ad spend by India s top marketers. In-school marketing During the past
decade in the US, use of public schools as advertising and marketing venues has grown. The Act 0 can be
invoked for such material on the ground that it has the propensity to corrupt the minds of children.
Youth-oriented marketing channels and techniques include television advertising, in-school marketing,
product placements, kids clubs, the Internet, toys and products with brand logos, and youth-targeted
promotions, such as cross-selling and tie-ins. Kids can meet the individual elves and also send an electronic
"elfin greeting card" to friends. Drinks Fig. A UA certificate is granted for films where children under 12 must
be accompanied by an adult in the cinema. Shaktiman particularly for sporting activities. All of these websites
are supported by advertising. The most frequently advertised food product was high sugar breakfast cereal. An
international comparative survey of television advertising aimed at children was recently conducted by
Consumers International, a non-profit organization consisting of a federation of consumer organizations.
Television advertisements especially affect young children's unhealthy food consumption. Advertising to to
the federal Trade Commission, food and beverage children is often the subject of debate, relating to the
alleged companies 44 companies reporting to the FTC in the US influence on children s consumption.
Unfortunately the law does not seem to have solved the problem. Set comes with Jello and mold for making
Barbie's pink Jello. However, the legal process has resulted in a hours more then 3 hours caution notice being
displayed at the beginning of the programme, aimed at children and parents, highlighting that Shaktiman is a
fictional character and his actions should not be imitated. Today, particularly young children play an important
role as consumers. Cultural values depicted in Indian television advertising. It was given to mothers who have
children aged between 3 and 8 years. This study was conducted in order to examine television advertisements
and children's food consumption while watching television and their desire to purchase goods that they see on
television advertisements. A film that is not suitable for unders is given an A certificate. Children's
comprehension of Newspaper television commercials increases with age. The little ones tend to get adamant,
if they are not bought the product. Research studies over the Index Terms Advertisement, Attitude, Behavior
Dynamics year s world over; have brought out various types of negative and Media. For example, a US
marketing company, Cover Concepts, distributes textbook covers, lesson plans, posters, bookmarks, sampling
programs, specialty paks, and lunch menu posters to participating companies. The granting or refusal of film
certificates is published in the Gazette of India an official government publication that discloses 2 www. There
is a negative effect of Advertisement on kids. The However, 12 is commonly used as a cut-off point, on the
marketers thereby try to make the maximum from these basis of the widespread academic view that by the age
of 12 contests. Rajeev Batra, John G. Because of their level of cognitive development, children under 8 years
of age are viewed by many child development researchers as a population vulnerable to misleading
advertising. General Mills last year partnered with Target stores to create a line of children's loungewear based
on iconic cereal brands like Trix and Lucky Charms.


